PROGRAMME

1st day : 2020-08-27

Arrival of all participants, delivery of all materials, Hotel accomodation.
At 09,30 p.m Welcome cocktail and technical briefing for the managers and
trainers of all teams to the Hotel Esplanade in Viareggio.

2nd day: 2020-08-28

Beginning of the qualification’s competitions in the morning and in the
afternoon.

3rd day:2020-08-29

Qualification’s competitions as per programme. At 09.00 P.m. Tournament’s
party to the Trocadero’s Disco in Viareggio with buffet dinner, dance and fun
for everybody.

4th day: 2020-08-30

At 09.00 A.m. Beginning of the finals competitions. At 12.30 am Award
ceremony.

FARES:

Registration fee: € 120 per team
Double room Hotel 3*** in full board € 195 per person
Extra charge for single use € 15,00 per night
The fare include: accomodation in hotel 3*** in double room in full board with
mineral water included and ¼ of wine, attendance to the tournament, a prize for
the team management, a prize for every player, football pitches to the new marco
polo sport’s centre, party to the trocadero’s disco with buffet dinner, technical
assistance and hostess.
THE INTERNATIONAL SPORT

FOR MORE INFORMATIONS:

-MOLINARO Angelo 3498633743 molinaro.pisa@gmail.com
- BALATRESI Enzo 340693513 balatresi.enzo@gmail.com
- TACCOGNA Pietro 3313707993 pietrotaccogna@hotmail.it
- DI NELLO Pasquale 3518973278 p_dinello@alice.it
- D’Iorio Carmine 3389444272 cadiorio@gmail.com

REGISTRATIONS:

EVENTOUR srl Via A.Fratti 154 - Viareggio Tel.0584\1640198
e mail:info@torneiinternazionali.com

PAYMENTS :

BANK TRANSFER TO Eventours srl UNICREDIT IBAN
IT67P0200824802000105721263 - SWIFT/BIC: UNCRITM1G38

REGULATION
1) The matches will be played in a single time lasting 15 minutes, without time out. These can in no way be brought forward, postponed or moved to a time
/ date other than those specified in the draw. If the entire team does not show up within the waiting time (10 minutes), the team that does not show up
will lose the game with the score 0-3. Duration of the competitions and formula of the game may undergo changes based on the number of teams present.
2) In the repechage, quarter-finals, semi-finals and final for the 3rd / 4th place in the event of a tie, the penalty kicks will go directly to the number of 5 per
side. The team that has scored the most goals will win. In the event of a further tie, a penalty will be awarded on each side until a team makes a mistake.
3) The final for the 1st - 2nd place will have a duration of 10 min + 10 min., In case of a tie after the regular time, there will be two extra times of 5 minutes
each. In the event of a tie, penalty kicks will be followed in accordance with point 2.
4) The changes are free. In the group stages, the victory of the game will award 3 points, the draw 1 point and 0 points in case of defeat. The relative
ranking will be drawn up according to the following criteria: 1) best score; 2) (in case of a tie) best goal difference in direct matches; 3) (in case of further tie)
best goal difference in general; 4) draw.
5) Only members of the Corps of Police, Armed Forces, IPA Members and members employed in the field of security can participate in the Tournament.
6) It being understood that the registration / confirmation of the teams in the Tournament must take place by July 31, 2020, at the time of the arrival of the
Representatives, the complete list of each team must be presented (max 12).
7) Upon arrival of the Teams at the C.O. the verification of the cards presented will be carried out, at the discretion of the C.O. Failure to show the badges
will result in the exclusion of the player (s) from the matches. In the event of a subsequent check, any players who were not included in the list or who did
not comply with the provisions, will result in the loss of the game by 0-2. Two yellow cards in the same game will result in expulsion from the field and the
player will not be able to play the next game.
8) Upon reaching the 5th team foul, a free throw will be awarded from the next to the opposing team.
9) Unless otherwise regulated by this regulation, the international 5-a-side Football Rules apply.
10) Any complaints must be submitted within 30 minutes from the end of the race to the Organizing Committee, accompanied by the fee of Euro 50.00. In
the event of a complaint, the same will be examined by the C.O. Given the brevity of the tournament, complaints about technical errors are not allowed.
11) Teams must wear two sets of shirts with numbers applied on the back and have a warm-up ball available. Players must always wear shirts with the
same number.
12) Only the use of soccer shoes for synthetic grass is allowed. The organization provides the balls for official matches, for training each team must have
its own ball.
13) The participating sports groups are responsible for the psycho-physical conditions of their athletes. In this regard, the Presidents responsible for the
teams, upon arrival, must sign a declaration stating that their athletes are in compliance with the medical certification valid for the competitive activity and
that this documentation, valid for the entire duration of the tournament, is kept at the headquarters of the Sports Club / Sports Group.
14) The C.O. disclaims any responsibility for what may happen before, during and after the event to the participants.
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